January 2019 Newsletter

Welcome to 2019, everyone!
January has kicked off with a bang for us here at
TVC Leisure. Our engineers have completed 3 new
installations, so check out social media for more
details in the coming weeks. We have also been
instructed by 4 new locations to supply them with
equipment so there’s plenty more work to keep us
busy.
As part of our commitment to supplying you with
the best equipment, we attended EAG International
to meet with our suppliers and see what’s new for
2019. Check out the photos we posted on social
media for a sneak peek at the new machines that
will be making their way to you very soon.
We’re very excited about the new cashless payment
systems that will be available on our digital
jukeboxes this year!
We’re also proud to announce that TVC Leisure will
be exhibiting our equipment at the PUB19 show
on the 5th and 6th of February at the Olympia in
London.
Pub19 is the only dedicated show for the UK pub
industry, offering publicans the opportunity to
meet over 200 suppliers and attend seminars
and workshops to learn from key industry figures
about the latest news and trends for 2019. If you’re
interested in visiting but haven’t registered yet click
on the link.
There are lots of exciting things coming up, so stay
tuned and we’ll see you next month!
Adam Jenkins
Managing Director, TVC Leisure

• 5,000 Pub Owners
• 200 Suppliers
• 50 Expert Speakers
• 20 Seminars
• 5-6th February 2019
• Find us at Stand D22

Find out more

Visit TVC Leisure
at Pub19
Next week, we’ll be at The Pub Show
2019. The only dedicated show for the
UK pub industry, the show offers an
invaluable opportunity to meet with
suppliers, network with others to share
ideas and inspiration and to learn about
the latest trends from across the pub
sector.

Find Out In Our Latest Blog

Following us on social yet? Check out our latest posts!

Facebook

Twitter

Don’t miss out! Sign up to our newsletter

TVC is proud to sponsor

Instagram
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